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ABSTRACT

Keywords

To our best knowledge, all existing graph pattern mining algorithms can only mine either closed, maximal or the complete set of frequent subgraphs instead of graph generators
which are preferable to the closed subgraphs according to
the Minimum Description Length principle in some applications. In this paper, we study a new problem of frequent
subgraph mining, called frequent connected graph generator
mining, which poses significant challenges due to the underlying complexity associated with frequent subgraph mining
as well as the absence of Apriori property for graph generators. Whereas, we still present an efficient solution Fogger1 for this new problem. By exploring some properties
of graph generators, two effective pruning techniques, backward edge pruning and forward edge pruning , are proposed to prune the branches of the well-known DFS code
enumeration tree that do not contain graph generators. To
further improve the efficiency, an effective index structure,
ADI++, is also devised to facilitate the subgraph isomorphism checking. We experimentally evaluate various aspects
of Fogger using both real and synthetic datasets. Our results demonstrate that the two pruning techniques are effective in pruning the unpromising parts of search space,
and Fogger is efficient and scalable in terms of the base
size of input databases. Meanwhile, the performance study
for graph generator-based classification model shows that
generator-based model is much simpler and can achieve almost the same accuracy for classifying chemical compounds
in comparison with closed subgraph-based model.

Graph mining, graph generator, graph classification

1. INTRODUCTION
As graph structures provide a general way to model a
variety of relationships among different objects and arise
naturally in a wide range of disciplines and applications,
graph pattern mining has raised great interest and become
a very active topic in data mining research. One of the
essential problem formulations in graph pattern mining is
frequent subgraph mining based on a given input graph
database and a user-specified minimum support threshold,
which has shown various applications in bioinformatics[8],
subgraph-index based data management[28, 33, 3, 25] and
so on. Many efficient algorithms[23, 32, 21, 18, 20] have
been developed and widely used in real applications, typical
examples including AGM[11], TreeMiner[30], FSG[12].
However, due to the intractable combinatorial explosion problem, frequent subgraph mining is a very timeconsuming process and usually generates a huge number of
frequent subgraphs. For example, as shown in [26], nearly
1,000,000 frequent subgraphs with a minimum support threshold of 5% can be mined even from the small and sparse CA
dataset which contains 422 active chemical compounds in
AIDS antiviral screen dataset provided by NCI/NIH. The
huge number of frequent subgraphs also makes some further
data analysis like feature selection and chemical compound
classification a very challenging task.
Fortunately, not all the frequent subgraphs are of interest from the application point of view. We can divide the
complete set of frequent subgraphs into a set of equivalence
classes. Informally speaking, a set of frequent subgraphs
forms an equivalence class if and only if they are supported
by the same set of input graphs. The maximal subgraphs
in each equivalence class are called closed subgraphs, while
the minimal ones are called graph generators. As we can
see, because both the set of frequent graph generators and
the set of frequent closed subgraphs are subsets of all frequent subgraphs, they tend to be more concise. In addition,
to mine graph generators(or closed subgraphs) only, we can
devise more effective optimization techniques to prune some
parts of the search space which contain no graph generator(or closed subgraph). Thus, both graph generator mining
and closed subgraph mining can be potentially more efficient
than all frequent subgraph mining too. To our best knowledge, although there is some work on mining frequent closed
subgraphs[26] or fully connected closed subgraphs only[24],
no attention has been paid to graph generator mining.
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Compared with closed subgraph mining, graph generator
mining has its own advantage and deserves some research
efforts. From the graph data classification point of view,
graph generators are usually preferable to their corresponding closed subgraphs according to the MDL principle [16,
15, 6], which has a sound statistical foundation rooted in the
well-known Bayesian inference and Kolmogorov complexity.
We will explain this in detail in Section 2.2 after the introductionn of some necessary preliminaries. Moreover, we
will compare the average pattern size and the number of
patterns in the result set of graph generators with those in
the result set of closed subgraphs, and show the effectiveness of the generator-based graph classification model in the
performance study section.
To our best knowledge, this work is the first attempt to
design an algorithm for mining frequent connected graph
generators. We summarize our contributions as follows:

6-tuple, G = (V, E, Lv , Le , Fv , Fe ), where V is a finite set of
vertices, E ⊆ V × V is a set of edges, Lv and Le are the
sets of vertex labels and edge labels respectively, and Fv :
V → Lv and Fe : E → Le are labeling functions assigning
labels to vertices and edges respectively. G is said to be
connected if at least one path exists between any pair of
vertices in V , otherwise it is called a disconnected graph.
In addition, singleton graphs are considered as connected
graphs. G1 is graph isomorphic to another graph G2 iff
there exists a bijection f : V1 → V2 such that for any vertex
v ∈ V1 , f (v) ∈ V2 ∧ Fv (v) = Fv (f (v)), and for any edge
(u, v) ∈ E1 , (f (u), f (v)) ∈ E2 ∧ Fe (u, v) = Fe (f (u), f (v)).
G1 is a subgraph of G2 iff V1 ⊆ V2 and E1 ⊆ E2 ∩ (V1 × V1 ),
denoted by G1 v G2 or G1 < G2 (i.e., G1 v G2 but G1 6=
G2 ). Equivalently, G2 is a supergraph of G1 and is said to
contain G1 . Moreover, if G1 is isomorphic to a subgraph g
of G2 , G1 is said to be subgraph isomorphic to G2 , and g
is called an instance of G1 in G2 .
A graph database D is defined as a set of input graphs
whose cardinality is denoted by |D|. Figure 1 shows a graph
database example containing four input graphs which will
be used as our running example in the following discussion.
Assume P is the set of subgraph patterns each of which is
contained by at least one input graph in D. The Galois
connection[4] between 2D and 2P is a couple of functions
(f, g) where f (p) = {d ∈ D | p v d} and g(D) = {p | ∀ d ∈
D, p v d}. Intuitively, f (p) is the set of all input graphs in
D containing p, and dually, g(D) is the set of all subgraph
patterns in P shared by all input graphs in D. The Galois
closure operators are the following functions: h = g ◦ f
and h0 = f ◦g, where ◦ denotes the composition of functions.
Given an subgraph pattern p, h(p) = g(f (p)) is called the
closure of p.
The closure induces an equivalence relation ∼D by p1 ∼D
p2 iff h(p1 ) = h(p2 ). Thus, the equivalence class of a
subgraph pattern p, denoted by[p], is defined as the set
{p0 |h(p0 ) = h(p)}. For an equivalence class [p], if p0 ∈ [p]
and @ p0 ∈ [p] such that p0 < p0 , p0 is a maximal pattern in
[p] and is said to be closed ; otherwise, if @ p0 ∈ [p] such that
p0 < p0 , p0 is a minimal pattern in [p] and is called a generator . For the patterns in the form of itemsets, there is one
and only one closed pattern in each equivalence class[14].
But for connected graph patterns, there could be more than
one closed patterns in an equivalence class. The support of
a subgraph pattern p, denoted by sup(p), is defined as the
number of input graphs containing p, i.e., sup(p) = |f (p)|.
A subgraph p is said to be frequent if its support is no less
than a user-specified threshold min sup.
Problem Statement: Given an input graph database D
and a minimum support threshold min sup, we study the
problem of mining the complete set of graph generators which
are frequent and also connected.
For simplicity, if the context is clear we will omit the graph
database D. Moreover, since we only consider connected
graphs, if not explicitly stated, the notation “graph” means
a connected graphs by default in the rest of this paper.

• We formally define the problem of mining frequent connected graph generators, explore their properties, and
present the first graph generator mining algorithm,
Fogger.
• Two novel pruning techniques whose effectiveness are
verified in the performance study section are proposed
to prune the unpromising parts of search space.
• An effective index structure, ADI++, is devised to assist the subgraph isomorphism checking, which can be
widely used as an underlying index structure for a large
number of existing graph pattern mining algorithms.
• Extensive study has been conducted to validate the
algorithm’s efficiency and scalability, and demonstrate
its utility in graph data classification such as classifying chemical compounds.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
gives the problem formulation, explains the motivation of
graph generator mining and explores some properties of graph
generators. Section 3 presents our solution for frequent connected graph generator mining. It first gives a brief introduction about the DFS(depth-first search) code tree enumeration framework and introduces two novel pruning techniques. And then, generator checking scheme is described
as well as ADI++ structure which can facilitate the subgraph isomorphism checking. At the end of this section, the
integrated algorithm for mining frequent connected graph
generators, Fogger, is outlined. Section 4 investigates the
comprehensive performance study followed by related work
discussion in Section 5. At last, this study concludes with
Section 6.

2.

PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we introduce some preliminary concepts
and notations about frequent subgraph mining, formulate
and motivate the problem of frequent connected graph generator mining. Some properties of graph generators are also
explored.

2.2 MDL Favors Generators
In Section 1, we stated that graph generators are preferable to closed subgraphs according to MDL principle. Here
we give a theoretical description of this principle and explain
the reason. A crude two-part version of MDL principle[7]
can be described as follows: let H = {H1 , H2 , · · · , Hn } be

2.1 Graph Generators and Closed Graphs
In this paper, only simple graph structures are considered,
i.e., undirected graphs without multi-edges and self-loops.
An undirected labeled graph G can be represented by a
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Based on Lemma 2.1, in order to determine whether h(p1 ) =
h(p2 ), we only need to examine whether f (p1 ) = f (p2 ) or
not. Thus, the computation of g(f (p1 )) and g(f (p2 )) are
ignored, and the determination is much easier. This lemma
also indicates that all subgraph patterns in an equivalence
class are contained in the same set of input graphs. Moreover, given two subgraph patterns p1 and p2 , if p1 < p2
and sup(p1 ) = sup(p2 ), f (p1 ) ⊇ f (p2 ) and |f (p1 )| = |f (p2 )|
hold. Therefore, f (p1 ) = f (p2 ) holds, i.e., h(p1 ) = h(p2 ).
In [14], the authors introduced and proved the Apriori
property for itemset generators: every proper-subset of an
itemset generator is also an itemset generator. Depending
on this nice property, several effective pruning techniques
were proposed, and an efficient algorithm for mining the
frequent itemset generators was introduced. This nice property, however, no longer holds for graph generators. For
example, assume there is a graph database D0 consisting of
four graphs C1 , C2 , C3 and C4 shown in Figure 2. By setting
min sup=1, we know that C1 is a graph generator in D0 ,
but C2 is not a graph generator even it is a proper-subgraph
of C1 .
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Figure 1: An Example of Graph Database
a set of candidate models, each of which contains a set of
point hypotheses, the best point hypothesis H ∈ H1 ∪ H2 ∪
· · · ∪ Hn to explain D is the one which minimizes the sum
L(H)+L(D|H), where L(H) is the length of the description
of this hypothesis and L(D|H) is the length of the description of D when encoded with the help of H. The best model
to explain D is the smallest model containing the selected
H.
The same as [5] and [14], we apply this principle in the
context of graph generators and closed subgraphs. Assume
Q is an equivalence class of some data D, g and c are a
generator and a closed subgraph in Q respectively. Let
DQ = f (g) = f (c), then g and c are two hypotheses describing DQ . Because g and c occur in the same data DQ ,
L(DQ |c) = L(DQ |g) holds. Furthermore, g is no “greater”
than c, then L(g) ≤ L(c). Therefore, we can get that
L(c) + L(DQ |c) ≥ L(g) + L(DQ |g). According to MDL, g is
preferable to c for describing the data DQ . The advantages
of graph generators over closed subgraphs are also confirmed
by the result data in classifying chemical compounds conducted in Section 4.
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Figure 2: Apriori Property Absence for Graph Generators
As illustrated in the above example, the Apriori property does not hold for graph generators. Thus, the Apriori
property-based pruning techniques used in itemset generator mining[14] cannot be applied to graph generator mining. In addition, graphs in general have undesirable theoretical properties with regard to algorithmic complexity. In
terms of complexity theory, subgraph isomorphism is NPComplete. Furthermore, no efficient algorithm is known to
perform systematic enumeration of the subgraphs of a given
graph. Consequently, all of the above factors make it quite
difficult and challenging to discover frequent graph generators.

2.3 Properties of Graph Generators
Based on the definition of generators, one way to get all
generators in an equivalence class [p] is to elicit them from all
patterns belonging to [p]. In order to determine whether p0
belongs to [p] or not, we can test whether h(p) = h(p0 ) holds.
However, the computation of h(p) = g(f (p)) is an expensive
operation. f (p) is needed first, and then g(f (p)) can be
calculated based on f (p). Given a set D of input graphs, the
computation of g(D) is equivalent to discover the complete
set of frequent subgraphs in D with the support threshold of
100% which itself is a tough problem. Therefore, we need to
find an efficient method to determine whether h(p) = h(p0 ).
The lemma introduced next provides us such an efficient
method.

3. EFFICIENT MINING OF GENERATORS
In this section, we illustrate how to efficiently mine the
complete set of frequent graph generators from input graph
databases. First, we give a brief introduction about DFS
code tree enumeration framework which is adopted to enumerate frequent subgraphs in this paper. And then, two
novel pruning techniques are introduced to prune the branches
of the numeration tree that do not contain graph generators.
A generator checking scheme is devised to discover graph

Lemma 2.1. h(p1 ) = h(p2 ) iff f (p1 ) = f (p2 ).
Proof. Sufficiency. According to the definition of h(p),
if f (p1 ) = f (p2 ), g(f (p1 )) = g(f (p2 )) must hold. Therefore,
h(p1 ) = h(p2 ) holds.
Necessity. Since h(p1 ) = h(p2 ), g(f (p1 )) = g(f (p2 )) must
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generators. To improve the efficiency, an effective underlying index structure, ADI++, is devised to assist subgraph
isomorphism checking. Integrated the above techniques, an
efficient algorithm Fogger is presented at the end of this
section.

for graph generators. Thus, devising effective pruning techniques for graph generator mining is quite difficult and challenging. In this subsection, we introduce two novel pruning
techniques whose effectiveness is confirmed by the experimental results shown in Section 4.
Given a node p in the DFS code tree(i.e., a subgraph pattern), let Ex (p) denote the set of valid extensible DFS edges
which can be used to extend p to get “bigger” subgraph
patterns. For a node p = (a0 , a1 , ..., an ) and a DFS edge
e ∈ Ex (p), the number of input graphs which contain the
subgraph pattern (a0 , a1 , ..., an , e) in the input database is
called the conditional support of e w.r.t. p, denoted by
sup(e|p). For simplicity, in the following we use pe to denote the subgraph pattern (a0 , a1 , ..., an , e). Accordingly, we
know that sup(p  e) = sup(e|p) holds. Based on the definition of graph generators, we can easily get the following
lemma.

3.1 DFS Code Tree Enumeration Framework
All frequent subgraph mining algorithms need an enumeration framework to guarantee that they can discover the
complete set of frequent subgraphs. DFS code tree enumeration framework[27] is an effective and widely used method
to enumerate frequent connected subgraphs. In this paper we also adopt this well-known enumeration framework.
DFS code enumeration framework is based on the minimum DFS code, which is a good canonical representation
of graphs and has a nice property: two graphs g and g 0 are
graph isomorphic to each other iff min(g) = min(g 0 )(here
min(g) denotes the minimum DFS code of graph g). Moreover, with the help of minimum DFS code, the problem of
mining frequent subgraph patterns is reduced to mining frequent minimum DFS codes, which are sequences with constraints preserving the connectivity of graphs. Please refer
to [27] for more details about the minimum DFS code and
the DFS code tree enumeration framework.
Figure 3 illustrates the DFS code tree for enumerating
the frequent subgraphs with min sup = 2 from our running
example graph database shown in Figure 1. There is a pair
of numbers in the form of “a:b” near each node in the tree,
which represents the order of this node being enumerated
and the support of this node in the graph database respectively. In the rest of this paper, we use the order to represent
a node in the DFS code tree. For instance, node 14 indicates the subgraph h0, 1, A, y, Ci. In Figure 3, the nodes
with gray background are frequent generators, and there
are 26 frequent subgraphs with min sup = 2, only seven
of which are generators. Many unpromising parts of search
space should not been enumerated. In the next subsection,
optimization techniques will be described to prune some of
these unpromising branches by exploring some properties of
graph generators.
At first, we introduce two important terms, forward edge
and backward edge, which will be used in the following
discussion. For an edge in the DFS code representation of a
graph, if its start vertex is discovered before its end vertex in
DFS search, it is a forward edge; otherwise, it is a backward
edge. For example, in node 2 of Figure 3, h1, 2, B, x, Ci is a
forward edge while h2, 0, C, y, Ai is a backward edge.

Lemma 3.2. For a subgraph pattern p and a DFS edge
e ∈ Ex (p), if sup(e|p) = sup(p), p  e cannot be a generator.
The above lemma is evident and the proof is omitted here.
Thereby, any subgraph pattern p  e with sup(e|p) = sup(p)
is definitely not a generator. Moreover, p  e is said to be
a generator candidate if sup(e|p) < sup(p). Apparently,
only generator candidates might be graph generators, and
graph generators can only be discovered from the set of generator candidates.
To date, using DFS code tree enumeration framework,
a straightforward solution can be devised to discover the
complete set of graph generators from the set of generator
candidates. However, this rudimentary approach is rather
brute-force and will take an unacceptable time. In the following, we elaborate on pruning techniques which can improve the efficiency. For a node p in the DFS code tree, the
branch rooted by p can be pruned only on the condition that
all descendants of p are not graph generators. More specifically, for any descendant p0 of p, if there exists a connected
subgraph which is derived by removing one edge from p0 and
possesses the support of sup(p0 ), the branch rooted by p can
be safely pruned. Based on this idea, two novel pruning
techniques are introduced in the following.

3.2.1 Backward Edge Pruning
Lemma 3.3. Given a subgraph pattern p = (a0 , a1 , ..., an )
(n ≥ 0) in the DFS code tree, let p0 = p  (e, b0 , b1 , . . . , bm )
(m ≥ 0) be a descendant of p in the DFS code tree, if
e ∈ Ex (p) is a backward extensible edge for each instance
of p, then sup(p0 ) = sup(p00 ) must hold where p00 = p 
(b0 , b1 , . . . , bm ).

Lemma 3.1. For a connected graph, if any number of backward edges are removed, the derived subgraph is still connected; furthermore, if no edge starts from the end vertex of
a forward edge, the subgraph derived by removing this forward edge is still connected.

Proof. Since e is a backward edge, according to Lemma 3.1,
p00 is connected which is derived by removing e from p0 .
Moreover, because p00 < p0 , f (p00 ) ⊇ f (p0 ) holds. Assume
f (p00 ) 6= f (p0 ), then at least one input graph d0 exists s.t.
d0 ∈ f (p00 )−f (p0 ), i.e., p00 v d0 and p0 6v d0 . Accordingly, d0
must contain some instances of p. Because e is an extensible
edge for all instances of p, for any instance tp of p in d0 , tp
has an extensible DFS edge e. Furthermore, since inserting
backward edges to a subgraph pattern does not introduce
new vertices to the current subgraph pattern2 , any super-

The proof of the above lemma is simple, thus it is omitted
here. Based on Lemma 3.1, we know that the removal of
backward edges or some special forward edges which satisfy
the specific constraint from a connected graph will not cause
the disconnectivity. It will be applied in the proof of two
pruning techniques introduced next.

3.2 Pruning Techniques

2

This is a very important property. As shown in the discussion of forward edge pruning, without this property we
cannot state that each t0 can be extended with e.

Besides the underlying complexity associated with frequent subgraph mining, the Apriori property no longer holds
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Figure 3: DFS code Tree of Frequent Subgraphs in Figure 1 with min sup = 2
graph t0 of tp without e can be extended with e to generate
a “bigger” connected graph. Because p00 v d0 , at least one
instance of p00 resides in d0 , denoted by tp00 . Obviously, tp00
is a supergraph of tp without e, thus, tp00 can be extended
with e to generate a bigger connected graph which is graph
isomorphic to p0 . Consequently, p0 v d0 which contradicts
the assumption that p0 6v d0 . Therefore, f (p0 ) = f (p00 ),
namely, sup(p0 ) = sup(p00 ).

if no edge starts from the end vertex of a forward edge,
the removal of this forward edge can preserve the connectivity. Accordingly, for a subgraph pattern pn = (a0 , a1 , ..., an )
where an is a forward edge, if b1 in p0 = pn  (b1 , · · · , bm )
is a forward edge which does not start from the end vertex of an , according to the DFS code tree enumeration
framework, no valid DFS edge among b2 , . . . , bm will connect to the end vertex of an . Thus, the removal of an from
p0 will preserve the connectivity of the derived subgraph
p00 = pn−1  (b1 , · · · , bm ). Based on the idea of Lemma 3.3,
perhaps we would make an assumption that if an is a forward
extensible edge for each instance of pn , sup(p0 ) = sup(p00 )
holds. Unfortunately, this is not true.

Based on Lemma 3.3, if e is a backward extensible edge
for each instance of p, all descendants of p  e cannot be generators. Moreover, p  e itself is also not a generator because
sup(p) = sup(e|p). Therefore, the branch rooted by p  e
can be pruned safely. This pruning technique is called backward edge pruning . For instance, the edge h2, 0, C, y, Ai
is a backward extensible edge for all three instances of node
1 in Figure 3. According to the backward edge pruning,
the branch rooted by node 2 will make no contribution to
the discovery of graph generators and can be safely pruned.
Therefore, many unpromising nodes will not be enumerated
and the enumeration process will become more efficient.
Furthermore, if e is an extensible edge for each instance of
p, sup(p) = sup(e|p) must hold. Hence, if sup(p) 6= sup(e|p),
it is not necessary to apply the backward edge pruning technique. Over relational graph databases in which vertex labels are distinct, this pruning technique will be very efficient
because at most one instance exists in each input graph for
a subgraph pattern. Therefore, in this case once a backward
extensible edge e s.t. sup(p) = sup(e|p) encountered, we can
stop growing p with e. Note that the prunable backward
edges here correspond to associative edges in Tail Shrink
proposed in [10]. The difference is that Huan et al. aim
at maximal graphs, therefore these associated edges are removed from the tail of the tree and are augmented to this
tree without missing any maximal ones.

A

B

C

A

B

C

C
D

(a)

D

(b)

Figure 4: A Failure Case
For example, let pn = h0, 1, A, Bih1, 2, B, Ci, p0 = pn 
h0, 3, A, Di h3, 4, D, Ci and p00 = h0, 1, A, Bi h0, 2, A, Di h2, 3, D, Ci
(edge labels are ignored). Considering a graph database containing two input graphs shown in Figure 4, h1, 2, B, Ci is a
forward extensible edge for each instance of h0, 1, A, Bi, and
h0, 3, A, Di is a forward extensible edge of pn which does
not start from the end vertex of h1, 2, B, Ci. In this case,
sup(p0 ) = 1 and sup(p00 ) = 2, i.e., sup(p0 ) 6= sup(p00 ). Thus,
the assumption is not true. The reason for this failure is that
even though h1, 2, B, Ci is a forward extensible edge for each
instance of h0, 1, A, Bi, the vertex C in h1, 2, B, Ci is contained in the instance of p00 in Figure 4 a). Consequently,
although Figure 4 a) contains p00 , it does not contain p0 .
Based on this analysis, a subgraph pattern pn is called a
pruning candidate if both of the following two constraints
are satisfied:

3.2.2 Forward Edge Pruning
In previous discussion, a backward edge-based pruning
technique is proposed. Intuitively, we intend to devise forward edge-based pruning techniques. Based on Lemma 3.1,
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1. pn−1 is φ or an is a forward extensible edge for each
instance of pn−1 ;

during the enumeration process, denoted by R, in which elements are grouped according to their supports. While a
generator candidate p is encountered, we are trying to insert it into R. According to the DFS code tree enumeration
framework, all proper-subgraphs of p that are enumerated
before p must reside in the path from the root of the search
tree to p. Thus, if one proper-subgraph of p in this path has
the support sup(p), p cannot be a generator candidate; if p
is a generator candidate, all proper-subgraphs of p in this
path have supports greater than sup(p). Therefore, while inserting a generator candidate p into R, no proper-subgraph
of p with support sup(p) will exist in R. Whereas, some
proper-supergraphs of p with support sup(p) might exist in
R, and these patterns should be removed from R since they
are not graph generators. For example, node 6 in Figure 3
is a generator candidate, but it is not a graph generator
because node 24 is a proper-subgraph of it with the same
support.
Consequently, only one operation should be performed
while inserting a generator candidate into R, i.e., removing elements in R s.t. they are proper-supergraphs of p and
possess the support of sup(p). Because elements in R are
grouped by their supports, proper-supergraph checking only
needs to performed in the group with the support of sup(p).
In general, however, the problem of subgraph isomorphism
is NP-Complete. Thus, the proper-supergraph checking is a
very time-consuming operation. Accordingly, we devise an
effective underlying index structure ADI++, which is an enhancement of ADI structure introduced in [22], to facilitate
the subgraph isomorphism checking problem.

2. the end vertex of an in each instance of pn will not be
contained in any instance of p00 .
Lemma 3.4. If pn is a pruning candidate and e ∈ Ex (pn )
is a forward edge that does not start from the rightmost vertex of pn , p0 and p00 have the same support, i.e. sup(p0 ) =
sup(p00 ).
Proof. First, according to Lemma 3.1, p00 is a connected
graph. Because p00 < p0 , f (p00 ) ⊇ f (p0 ) holds. Assume
f (p00 ) ⊃ f (p0 ) and d0 ∈ f (p00 ) − f (p0 ), then p00 v d0 and
p0 6v d0 . Because pn is a pruning candidate, an is a forward extensible edge for each instance of pn−1 and the end
vertex of an in each instance of pn will not reside in any instance of p00 . Accordingly, for each instance of p00 in d0 , an
can be attached to this instance to get a “bigger” subgraph
pattern which is graph isomorphic to p0 . Thus, p0 v d0
which contradicts with the assumption that p0 6v d0 . Consequently, the assumption does not hold and we can know
that f (p0 ) = f (p00 ), namely, sup(p00 ) = sup(p0 ).
Based on Lemma 3.4, if constraints are satisfied, pn  e’s
descendants including pn  e itself cannot be graph generators. Thus, we can safely prune the branch rooted by pn  e.
We call this pruning technique the forward edge pruning .
However, to determine whether the end vertex of an will
be contained in the instances of p00 or not is still an open
problem. Actually, it is quite difficult to predict this. But
if the following condition is satisfied, we can state that the
end vertex of an will never be contained in any instance of
p00 : in each input graph containing pn , the end vertex
of an in each instance only connects to vertices that
are already contained in this instance. For example,
h1, 2, C, x, Bi is a forward extensible edge for each instance
of node 14 in Figure 3, the vertex B which is the end vertex of this forward edge only connects to vertices that are
already contained in each instance of node 15. Thus, node
15 in Figure 3 is a pruning candidate. Moreover, because
h1, 3, C, z, Di is forward extensible edge of node 15 and does
not start from the right most vertex of node 15, node 16
can be safely pruned according to the forward edge pruning
technique.
The solid lines among different nodes in Figure 3 are valid
enumeration paths after applying both backward edge pruning or forward edge pruning techniques, while the dashed
lines are invalid. The effectiveness of these two pruning
techniques in both pruning the unpromising branches and
improving the efficiency of enumeration process will be confirmed in the experimental study.

3.3.2 The ADI++ Structure
Chen Wang et al.[22] analyzed previous algorithms on
frequent subgraph mining, such as FSG[12], gSpan[27] and
CloseGraph[26], and pointed out that random access to elements in graph databases and checking the graph isomorphism are frequent and expensive operations in these algorithms. Accordingly, ADI structure, which supports these
frequent and expensive operations very well, was devised to
facilitate the scalable mining of frequent subgraphs. In this
paper, we introduce a novel index structure, ADI++, which
is an enhancement of ADI. Besides preserving all advantages of ADI, ADI++ can be exploited to assist in solving
the (sub)graph isomorphism checking problem efficiently.
Similar to ADI structure, ADI++ structure is a threelevel index for edges, graph-ids and adjacency information.
An example is shown in Figure 5, where two graphs G1 and
G2 in Figure 1 are indexed. Different with ADI structure, all
edges which are indexed by their labels in the edge table are
ordered and numbered. The index of each edge in a graph is
unique and can be used to identify an edge uniquely. Except
for this little difference, the edge table and graph-ids list in
ADI++ structure are identical to that in ADI structure.
However, we exploit a different structure to store the adjacency information of edges. Each input graph corresponds
to an edge block, and edges in a graph are stored as a vector
of edges in an edge block, but not a linked list.
First, vertices and edges in a single graph are ordered
separately. The order used here can be any one user preferred. In this paper, we order vertices and edges according
to the order in which they are scanned from this graph. Note
that, vertex index starts with 0, while edge index starts with
1. The reason for this difference is because a special edge

3.3 Efficient Generator Discovery
In previous discussion, an efficient numeration framework
integrated with two effective pruning techniques is introduced to enumerate frequent subgraphs. However, not all
remaining frequent subgraphs are graph generators. In this
subsection, we address the problem of how to elicit graph
generators efficiently.

3.3.1 Generator Checking Scheme
As stated in Section 3.2, graph generators can only be
discovered from generator candidates. To elicit graph generators, we maintain a set of selected generator candidates
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the disk or to be held in main memory than using linked list.
At last, ADI++ can be used to assist in solving (sub)graph
isomorphism checking problem which will be illustrated in
the following.

EdgeBlocks

Graph-IDs

3.3.3 Solving Subgraph Isomorphism using ADI++
Although minimum DFS code can uniquely represent a
graph and can be used to determine graph isomorphism efficiently, it cannot be applied to determine subgraph isomorphism. For example, node 24 in Figure 3 is a propersubgraph of node 4, but their minimum DFS codes are quite
different and we cannot determine the subgraph isomorphism relationship between them by their minimum DFS
codes. In general, subgraph isomorphism problem is NPComplete. It will take an unacceptable time to determine
subgraph isomorphism relationship between two graph. Fortunately, ADI++ structure can facilitate this problem.
For any subgraph pattern, one of its instance in an input
graph corresponds to a set of edges in its corresponding edge
block. Since all edges in an edge block are numbered with
unique numbers, each instance can be represented by a set
of edge indexes, i.e., a set of integers. And then, we can get
the following two lemmas.
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Figure 5: The ADI++ Structure for G1 and G2 in
Figure 1
with index 0 is introduced to indicate an empty edge. For
instance, the numbers near each vertex of G1 and G2 in
Figure 1 is the order in which the vertices are scanned. Second, each edge in edge blocks is represented by a 5-tuple
hsn , en , sl , el , ii, where sn is the start vertex index, en is the
end vertex index and sn < en , i is the index of this edge in
the edge table, sl is the index of next edge which contains
the vertex sn . If no such a next edge exists, sl will be the
index of the first edge in this edge block which contains the
vertex sn ; if no other edge contains this vertex sn , sl will be
0. Moreover, if the start vertex of the edge which contains
vertex sn is sn , sl will be positive; otherwise sl will be negative. The same method can be used to calculate the value
of el . The only difference is that el focuses on the vertex
en . For example, taking into account the edge hA, y, Ci connecting vertices 0 and 2 in G1 , then sn = 0 and se = 2. The
index of hA,y,Ci in the edge table is 1, then i = 1. Because
the third edge e3 = h0,4,1,-6,2i in the first block of Figure 5
is the first next edge containing the vertex 0 as its start vertex, thus sl = 3. Meanwhile, the first next edge containing
vertex 2 is the forth edge e4 = h1,2,-1,5,3i of which vertex 2
is its end vertex, thus el =−4. Therefore, the tuple for edge
e2 is h0,2,3,-4,1i. The construction of ADI++ structure is
trivial and users can implement it easily. Hereby, the construction of ADI++ structure will not be described here due
to the page limitation.
Comparing with ADI, in terms of storage, only one more
cell3 is needed in ADI++ than ADI for each edge in edge
blocks. In terms of usage, besides preserving all advantages of ADI, ADI++ can provide more functions. First,
in ADI++, once given an edge index in an edge block, the
vertex labels and edge label of this edge can be easily identified due to the introduction of i. But this operation cannot
be accomplished in ADI. Second, edges sharing the common vertex are “linked” as a cycle in ADI++. Thus, we
can enumerated all the edges sharing the common vertex
through any edge in this cycle. But in ADI, this can be
accomplished only by providing the first edge in the linked
list. Third, edges are represented by 5-tuples consisting of 5
integers, it is easier and more convenient either to store on

Lemma 3.5. Given a graph pattern G, let T (G) be the
set of instances of G in the input graph database, E (t) be
the set of edge indices of the instance t, and I(t) be the
graph index in which t resides. Another graph pattern G0 is
subgraph isomorphic to G iff ∀ t ∈ T (G) and ∃ t0 ∈ T (G0 )
s.t. E (t0 ) ⊆ E (t) and I(t) = I(t0 ).
Lemma 3.6. For two graph patterns G and G0 , if ∃ t ∈
T (G) and ∃ t0 ∈ T (G0 ) s.t. E (t0 ) ⊆ E (t) and I(t) = I(t0 ),
G0 is subgraph isomorphic to G.
The above two lemmas are straightforward and their proofs
are simple, so we omit them here. Nevertheless, these two
simple lemmas provide a significant help to subgraph isomorphism checking. Assume s ∈ R, ts is an instance of s and
p is a new generator candidate which will be inserted into R.
On the one hand, if p < s, according to Lemma 3.5, there
must exist t ∈ T (p) s.t. E (t) ⊂ E (ts ) and I(t) = I(ts ); otherwise, p is not a proper-subgraph of s. On the other hand,
if there exists t ∈ T (p) s.t. E (t) ⊂ E (ts ) and I(t) = I(ts ),
p must be a proper-subgraph of s according to Lemma 3.6.
From the above analysis we can know that for each element
in R, one instance’s information(edge indices and graph index in which it resides) is adequate to determine whether
this element is a proper-supergraph of a new generator candidate or not. Therefore, maintaining one instance’s information for each element in R makes subgraph isomorphism
checking easier and more efficient. Moreover, this maintenance does not consume too much space because the number
of elements in R would be not too large and for each element
only m + 1 integers need to be maintained where m is the
edge number of the corresponding element.
Further more, non-minimum pruning, i.e. p 6= min(p),
is a very significant pruning technique in gSpan[27] which
avoids many redundant parts of search space. However,
computing minimum DFS code for a graph is quite expensive. With the help of ADI++, this pruning technique would
become more efficient. According to DFS code tree enumeration framework, if p 6= min(p), the graph min(p) must be
enumerated before p. Essentially, the function of p 6= min(p)

3

Note here a cell may correspond to one space unit for storing an integer data type or a long integer type depending on
the concrete implementation
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4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

is to determine whether p is graph isomorphic to a graph
enumerated before. Because graph isomorphism is a special
case of subgraph isomorphism, ADI++ structure also can
be used to improve the efficiency of non-minimum pruning
technique in gSpan. Due to the page limitation, it will not
be discussed further.

We conducted a comprehensive performance study to evaluate various aspects of algorithm Fogger. All algorithms
were implemented in C++ using STL, and all experiments
were performed on a PC running Fedora 8 Linux and with an
AMD Sempron 1.8GHz CPU and 1G MB of main memory
installed.

3.4 The Fogger Algorithm
By integrating the DFS code tree enumeration framework,
two pruning techniques and the generator checking scheme
introduced in previous subsections, we present the first solution, Fogger, for mining the complete set of frequent graph
generators from graph databases.
Before running Fogger shown in Algorithm 1, we first
compute the set of frequent edges from the input graph
database, and remove the infrequent ones. This procedure
can reduce the size of input graphs significantly when min sup
is high. After this preprocess, we use Fogger to mine the
complete set of frequent graph generators. For the current
subgraph pattern p, we first compute the extensible edge
set Ex (p) and their conditional supports(line 1). According to the Apriori property of frequent subgraph patterns,
the edges in Ex (g) whose conditional supports are less than
min sup can be removed (line 2). After then, the backward
edge pruning technique can be applied to delete edges in
Ex (p) that are extesible edges for each instance of p (lines
3-4). Furthermore, if p is a pruning candidate, the forward
edge pruning technique can be applied to remove the forward
edge e in Ex (p) which does not start from the rightmost vertex of p(lines 6-7). For each edge e remained in Ex (p), if pe
is not a minimum DFS code, p  e can be ignored according
to the nonminimum-pruning technique(lines 10-11). If e’s
conditional support is less than sup(p), we insert the pattern p  e to the generator candidate set rs and remove the
proper-supergraph patterns of pe with support sup(pe) in
rs(lines 13-14). After this, we invoke the Fogger(D, p  e,
min sup, rs) recursively to continue the enumeration(line
16). After the enumeration finished, the elements remained
in rs is the complete set of frequent graph generators in the
input graph database.
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Figure 6: Graph Generators vs.
graphs(CA)

Closed Sub-

In the experiments, we used a variety of real and synthetic datasets to evaluate the Fogger algorithm. The
first two real datasets, CA and CM, were derived from the
AIDS antivirus screen compound database from the DTP
in NCI/NIH which has been widely used in many previous
studies [26, 24, 9]. CA contains 422 confirmed active chemical compounds, while CM contains 1081 confirmed moderately active chemical compounds. The third real dataset is
“0.96-STOCK” which was generated from the stocks’ daily
price according to the correlation coefficient of 0.96. More
descriptions about the STOCK dataset can be found in [24].
Meanwhile, the synthetic datasets were generated by a package provided by Kuramochi and Karypis. The parameters in
generating synthetic datasets are the same as those in [13],
and we set D = 10k, T = 40, i = 10, L = 200, E = 200,
and V = 200 as the default values if not explicitly stated.
Thus, a dataset generated by the default values contains
10k graphs, the average graph size is 40, the average size of
frequent subgraphs is 10, and the number of potential frequent subgraphs, the number of edge labels, and the number
vertex labels are 200, 200, and 200, respectively.

Algorithm 1 Fogger(D, p, min sup, rs)
Input: D-the input graph database; p-the subgraph pattern being inspected, min sup-the minimum support threshold; rsthe set of generator candidate
1. Compute Ex (p) and their conditional supports;
2. Remove edges in Ex (p) s.t. sup(e|p) < min sup;
3. if e ∈ Ex (p) is a backward edge for each instance of p then
4.
remove e from Ex (p);
5. end if
6. if p is a pruning candidate and e ∈ Ex (p) is a forward edge
which does not start from the rightmost vertex of p then
7.
remove e from Ex (p);
8. end if
9. for each edge e remained in Ex (p) do
10.
if p  e 6= min(p  e) then
11.
continue;
12.
end if
13.
if sup(e|p) < sup(p) then
14.
insert p  e into rs according to the generator checking
scheme;
15.
end if
16.
invoke Fogger(D, p  e, min sup, rs);
17. end for

4.1 Graph Generators vs. Closed Subgraphs
To our best knowledge, Fogger is the first graph generator mining algorithm, thus, we cannot find a competitive
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algorithm which performs the same task in order for comparison with Fogger. However, as the set of graph generators
and closed subgraphs are two representative types of subgraph patterns which can form equivalence classes, it will be
interesting if we compare their average size and number of
patterns4 . In the experiments, we used the latest version of
CloseGraph package [26] for mining closed subgraphs. Since
the current implementation of CloseGraph only accepts input graphs and generates patterns with a maximum size of
254 edges and 254 vertices, we conducted comparison experiments on real dataset CA only. Figure 6 shows their
comparison results. From Figure 6(a) we see that the number of graph generators is slightly greater than that of closed
subgraphs, while from Figure 6(b), we see the average size
of graph generators is smaller than the average size of closed
subgraphs.

only, “FEP” denotes a variant of Fogger which applies
forward edge pruning only, and “Raw” denotes a variant of
Fogger without applying any pruning techniques. From
Figure 7, we see that these two pruning techniques are very
effective in improving the efficiency, and from Figure 8 we
can observe that both of these two pruning techniques are
also effective in pruning the unpromising parts of search
space. Note that because Raw takes a rather long time to
finish on dataset STOCK, the experimental results of Raw
for dataset STOCK are not shown in the corresponding figures.
Furthermore, for the CA dataset we observe that the forward pruning technique plays a significant role both in pruning the unpromising parts of search space and improving
the efficiency. While for the STOCK dataset, the backward
pruning performs well. This difference is caused by the characteristics of the input datasets. We examined the results
obtained from the different datasets. Most of the generators
discovered from CA dataset are tree structures which do not
contain backward edges; while for the STOCK dataset, most
of the results contain cycles, namely, many backward edges
exist in the discovered generators. Moreover, we can observe
the fact that the lower the minimum support threshold, the
more effective these two pruning techniques, which validates
the effectiveness of the newly proposed pruning techniques.

4.2 Evaluation of Pruning Techniques
We then evaluated the effectiveness of the pruning techniques and the efficiency of Fogger on various datasets.
Figures 7 and 8 compare the runtime and the number of
enumerated subgraphs under conditions with different combinations of pruning techniques on CA, STOCK and the
synthetic datasets. For instance, the caption “BEP” denotes
a variant of Fogger which applies backward edge pruning
4
As shown in Figure 6, graph generator mining and closed
subgraph mining output a quite different result set, thus,
their efficiency is not comparable. However, our performance study shows that Fogger and CloseGraph have comparable performance. Due to limited space, we omit it from
the paper.

4.3 Scalability of FOGGER
Meanwhile, an extensive scalability study was also conducted in terms of the base size on both real and synthetic
datasets. We first replicated the CA and STOCK datasets
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Figure 9: Scalability Test
from 1 to 8 times and ran Fogger with three different minimum relative supports. As shown in Figure 9(a) and Figure 9(b), it is evident that Fogger shows linear scalability in runtime against the number of input graphs for the
STOCK and CA datasets. By varing the base size from 10k
to 80k, a series of synthetic datasets were produced. We get
the runtime of Fogger with three different minimum relative supports of 2%, 4% and 6% as shown in Figure 9(c).
Similarly, Fogger shows good scalability in runtime against
the base size of synthetic datasets. Therefore, Fogger has
a good scalability in terms of the base size.

4.4 Evaluation of Graph Generator-based Classification Model
One typical application of Fogger algorithm is to select a subset of high quality graph generators discovered
by Fogger and use them as features to build classification models. As the graph generators of the same equivalence class have the same support and confidence, they
have a similar power from the classification point of view,
we only randomly retained one generator for each equivalence class. For each selected graph generator we first computed its confidence w.r.t. each class label, used the highest
one as its confidence and ranked the graph generators in
their confidence descending order, and for the graph generators with the same confidence, we further ranked them
in support descending order. We then applied the sequential covering paradigm to select a set of high confidence
graph generators. This procedure of feature selection is
the same as the one used in association classifier CBA. Finally we built two classification models based on the selected
graph generators. The first one is the associative classification rule based CBA-like classifier. The second one is the
SVM. For SVM, we adopted the LIBSVM implementation
(see http://www.csie.ntu.tw/∼ cjlin/libsvm). In the experi2
ments, we used the RBF kernel function (i.e., e(−γ∗|u−v| ) ),
and other parameter values were set as follows: svm type
(type of SVM) is ν-SVC, ν (the parameter ν of ν-SVC)
equals 0.1, γ (i.e., γ in kernel function) equals 0.5,  (i.e.,
the tolerance of termination criterion) equals 0.0001. We applied the same procedure to choose a set of closed subgraphs
as features to feed CBA and SVM and build another two
classifiers. We merged the chemical compound datasets CA
and CM into one, which contains 422 input graphs labeled
as CA and 1081 input graphs labeled as CM. We evaluated
various classifiers based on 10-fold cross validation.

Table 2 shows the classification accuracy comparison of
graph generator based classifiers and closed subgraph-based
classifiers. In the experiments, we varied the minimum support from 30% to 10% and ran Fogger and CloseGraph on
the training dataset and used the method described above to
find a set of graph generators and a set of closed subgraphs,
which can be further used to build CBA and SVM classifiers
respectively. The experimental results in Table 2 show that
the graph generator based classifiers have almost the same
accuracy as the corresponding closed subgraph based classifiers. Since for each equivalence class of patterns, we only
randomly retained one pattern, thus, we get the same number of graph generators as that of closed subgraphs which
are used for building classification model. Table 1 compares
average generator size (i.e., average number of edges) with
average closed subgraph size. We see that the average size
of graph generators is much smaller than that of closed subgraphs. As graph classification testing involves subgraph
isomorphism checking, the smaller the graph patterns, the
faster the subgraph isomorphism checking, thus graph generator based models is more efficient than closed subgraph
based models in terms of classification testing. This depicts
an advantage of graph generator mining over closed subgraph mining from the graph classification point of view.

5. RELATED WORK
Frequent subgraph mining has been widely studied and
many efficient algorithms have been proposed [23, 32, 21,
18, 20, 30, 9]. AGM[11], FSG[12] and gSpan[27] are three
typical algorithms for mining the complete set of frequent
subgraphs. Due to the exponential number of frequent subgraphs, attention has been paid to closed subgraphs[26, 29,
24, 31] and maximal subgraphs[10, 19, 17] to reduce the
number of results. Yan et al. [26] first proposed an efficient
algorithm, CloseGraph, to mine frequent closed subgraph
patterns which not only dramatically reduces the unnecessary subgraphs to be generated but also substantially improves the efficiency of mining process in the presence of
large graph patterns. Subsequently, efficient algorithms(e.g.,
CloseCut and Splat [29], CLAN[24], Cocian[31]), are proposed for mining closed subgraphs which satisfy some specific connectivity constraints such as cliques and quasi-cliques.
Meanwhile, efficient algorithms(e.g., SPIN[10] and Margin[19])
are also introduced to mine maximal frequent subgraphs.
However, to our best knowledge, no attention has been paid
to the discovery of frequent graph generators.
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Table 1: Average size comparison: graph generators vs. closed subgraphs (i.e., # edges)
.
min sup
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
Avg.

# graph
generators
55
63
80
95
113
81.2

Avg. graph
generator size
2.74
3.11
3.47
4.07
4.64
3.606

# closed
subgraphs
55
63
80
95
113
81.2

Avg. closed
subgraph size
5.36
5.79
6.11
7.12
9.33
6.742

Table 2: Classification accuracy comparison of graph generator based classifiers and closed subgraph-based
classifiers.
min sup
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
Avg.

generator
based CBA
81.1
83.2
85.5
86.7
82.8
83.86

closed graph
based CBA
81.2
83.3
85.7
86.6
82.1
83.78

closed graph
based SVM
82.2
83.8
86.8
87.3
83.7
84.76

7. REFERENCES

While in another community of itemset mining, itemset
generator has been widely studied[2, 1, 14]. Jinyan Li et
al. [14] has proposed an efficient algorithm Gr-growth to
mine frequent itemset generators. Unfortunately, the Apriori property no longer holds for graph generators. Therefore, effective pruning techniques devised for frequent itemset generator mining based on this nice property cannot be
applied to graph generator mining, which makes graph generator mining a quite challenging task. So far, we are not
aware of any previous work on mining graph generators.

6.

generator
based SVM
81.7
83.4
86.4
87.2
83.5
84.44

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

In this paper, we have introduced the problem of mining
frequent connected graph generators from graph databases.
We presented a novel algorithm, Fogger, which efficiently
mines frequent connected graph generators. Two pruning
techniques, backward edge pruning and forward edge pruning, are used in the algorithm to reduce the search space
and to improve the computational efficiency. In addition,
an underlying index structure, ADI++, is proposed to accelerate the subgraph isomorphism checking operation. We
used a variety of real and synthetic datasets to study the
performance of the Fogger algorithm. Experimental study
confirms that Fogger is efficient and scalable in terms of
the base size of input databases. The results in classifying
chemical compounds demonstrate the advantages of graph
generator-based models over closed subgraph-based models
from the graph classification point of view.
Currently, Fogger can only mine connected graph patterns but not disconnected. In future, we plan to devise
disk-based algorithms for mining disconnected graph patterns. In addition, we plan to explore the graph generatorbased graph classification problem in wide applications.
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